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A B S T R A C T 

We present five morphological and kinematic criteria to aid in asserting the binary nature of a protoplanetary disc, based on 3D 

hydrodynamical simulations of circumbinary discs post-processed with Monte Carlo radiative transfer. We find that circumbinary 

discs may be identified by (i) a central cavity, (ii) spiral arms both in and outside of their central cavities, (iii) non-localized 

perturbations in their iso-v elocity curv es, (iv) asymmetry between the lines of maximum speed of the blueshifted and redshifted 

wings, and (v) asymmetry between the area of the blueshifted and redshifted wings. We provide quantitative metrics for the last 
two criteria that can be used, in conjunction with the morphological criteria, to signal whether a protoplanetary disc is likely to 

be a circumbinary disc. 

Key words: hydrodynamics – methods: numerical – accretion, accretion discs – circumstellar matter – binaries: general. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ecent observations of protoplanetary discs, from optical and near- 
nfrared to centimetre wa velengths, ha ve revealed an abundance of
ubstructures, such as spiral arms, rings, gaps, and cavities (e.g. 
ndrews et al. 2018b ; Dong, Najita & Brittain 2018 ; Long et al.
018b ; Norfolk et al. 2021 ; van der Marel et al. 2021 ). Discerning a
ingle origin for these structures has remained a challenge. More 
ften than not they have been attributed to the interaction of
ompanions, of planetary or stellar mass, with the gas and dust
ontent in the disc (see e.g. Dong et al. 2015 ; Baruteau et al. 2019 ;
alcino et al. 2019 , 2020 ; Veronesi et al. 2020 ). Point-like features

een with direct imaging provide the most compelling evidence of 
ompanions. In all but a few cases (e.g. PDS 70, Keppler et al.
018 ; HD 142 527, Biller et al. 2012 ; Lacour et al. 2016 ; and HD
00 453, Benisty et al. 2017 ; Gonzalez et al. 2020 ; Rosotti et al.
020 ) convincing evidence is lacking. Emission from the central star
nd scattering from the protoplanetary disc make such detections 
ifficult. 
One may try to infer the existence of perturbing bodies in 

rotoplanetary discs by matching scattered light and/or continuum 

bservations of these discs (e.g. Dipierro et al. 2014 , 2018 ; Dong et al.
015 ; Baruteau et al. 2019 ; Calcino et al. 2019 , 2020 ; Veronesi et al.
020 ), but models are de generate. F or e xample, Calcino et al. ( 2019 )
xplained the substructures of IRS 48 using a stellar mass companion,
hile van der Marel et al. ( 2013 ) and Zhu & Stone ( 2014 ) argued for
 planet. Hence one cannot al w ays rule out models. 
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A more robust way is to use kinematics (e.g. Pinte et al. 2018b ,
019 , 2020 ; Teague et al. 2018 ; Calcino et al. 2022 ). The idea
s to detect planets influencing the surrounding disc material by 
bserving rotational line transitions from species such as carbon 
onoxide (Perez et al. 2015 ; P ́erez, Casassus & Ben ́ıtez-Llambay

018 ; Teague et al. 2018 ). Ho we ver, these methods to date have
ocused on inferring planetary mass companions, and not much can 
e said about more massive bodies. Companions of stellar mass 
roduce large perturbations on the disc and open wide, deep cavities
hat can introduce fast radial flows as the outer disc material accretes
n to the binary (Casassus et al. 2013 ; Rosenfeld, Chiang & Andrews
014 ). If inclined with respect to the outer disc, they can also produce
arps and disc tearing (Facchini, Lodato & Price 2013 ), which will

eave peculiar signatures in the kinematics. Ho we ver, these features
an also be produced by planetary mass companions (see e.g. Nealon
t al. 2018 ; Zhu 2019 ), so they are not necessarily a sign post for
ircumbinary discs. 

Price et al. ( 2018b ) and Calcino et al. ( 2019 ) computed circumbi-
ary disc signatures in HD 142 527 and IRS 48, respectively, and
howed that large perturbations are introduced, particularly inside the 
avity. Price et al. ( 2018b ) sho wed that the fast radial flo ws seen in
D 142 527 (Casassus et al. 2015 ) naturally occur due to the observed

tellar companion. Calcino et al. ( 2019 ) showed that asymmetries in
he velocity map, as well as non-localized deviations in iso-velocity 
urves of individual channel maps, can hint at the circumbinary 
ature of a disc. In this paper, we expand on these findings by
xploring observational signatures of circumbinary discs around 
ntermediate mass ratio binary stars. Our aim is to derive kinematic
riteria that signify the circumbinary nature of a disc in a quantitative
ashion. We leave the application of these criteria to observations 
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Table 1. A summary of the initial conditions of the models presented in this paper. Note that model OD is taken from Calcino et al. ( 2019 ), but the disc 
parameters have been scaled. The duration of the simulations is shown in the final column and is measured in the number of orbits of the companion. For 
models NC and GI, the number of orbits is defined at R out , while for the multiple planets simulation it is the number of orbits of the outer planet. 

Ref. q a (au) e i ω M disc (M �) H / R ref R ref R in (au) R out (au) αSS N Orbits 

No companion (NC) – – – – – 0.020 0.066 100 1 400 5 × 10 −3 20 

Planet (P) 2.5 × 10 −3 80 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.066 100 10 400 5 × 10 −3 60 

Multiple planets (MP) [2.5, 1.25] × 10 −3 [75.6, 130] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.066 100 10 400 5 × 10 −3 60 

Eccentric planet (EP) 2.5 × 10 −3 80 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.066 100 100 400 5 × 10 −3 60 

No o v erdensity (NOD) 0.25 40 0.0 0 0 0.010 0.066 100 63 400 5 × 10 −3 1100 

Overdensity (OD) 0.2 30 0.0 0 0 0.005 0.05 45 45 120 1.5 × 10 −3 500 

Eccentric companion (EC) 0.1 40 0.4 0 0 0.010 0.066 100 90 400 5 × 10 −3 80 

Light inclined companion (LIC) 0.15 40 0.5 30 0 0.010 0.066 100 90 400 5 × 10 −3 20 

Heavy inclined companion (HIC) 0.25 40 0.5 30 0 0.010 0.066 100 90 400 5 × 10 −3 20 

Polar companion (PC) 0.2 40 0.5 90 90 0.010 0.066 100 90 400 5 × 10 −3 60 

Gravitationally unstable (GI) – – – – – 0.75 0.05 100 10 400 – 30 
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o the second paper in this series. The structure of this paper is
s follows: We describe our modelling and synthetic observation
ethods in Section 2 , and describe our resulting hydrosimulations

n Section 3 . We introduce morphological and kinematic signatures
obustly seen in the synthetic observations of our circumbinary discs
n Sections 4 and 5 . We derive and test kinematic criteria that quantify
symmetries in the velocity maps in Section 6 . We discuss the
pplicability and caveats of our criteria in Section 7 , and summarize
ur results in Section 8 . 

 M E T H O D S  

.1 SPH simulations 

e simulated 11 circumbinary and circumstellar discs using the 3D
moothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code PHANTOM (Price et al.
018a ). We did not include any dust component in our simulations
ince we are primarily concerned with the distribution and dynamics
f the gas. In all simulations, we used N part = 5 × 10 6 SPH particles to
odel the gas disc. The central star and companion were modelled

s sink particles (Bate, Bonnell & Price 1995 ), which experience
heir mutual gravitational attraction, as well from the gas disc. Gas
articles are free to accrete on to both sink particles provided they
re within a specified accretion radius and are gravitationally bound.

Owing to the large parameter space of companion orbital param-
ters, we restricted our analysis to only a few orbital configurations.
e consider companions on both co-planar and inclined, as well as

ircular and eccentric orbits. We kept the parameters of the gas disc
xed where feasible. Specific orbital and disc parameters used in this
tudy are listed in Table 1 , along with the reference names of each
imulation. 

The gas discs in our simulations are initialized such that the surface
ensity �( R ) ∝ R 

−p for R in < R < R out , where we set p = 1. The
emperature profile of the disc is locally isothermal with T ( R) ∝
 

−2 q T , with q T = 0.25. The aspect ratio of the disc is set to H / R ref at
 ref , with specific values listed in Table 1 . The central sink particle

s set to have a mass of 2 M �, while the companion has a mass ratio
f q = M C / M P , where the q values for each simulation are listed
n T able 1 . W e use the SPH artificial viscosity αAV to produce a
hakura & Sunyaev ( 1973 ) alpha viscosity according to (Lodato &
rice 2010 ) 

SS ≈ αAV 

10 

〈 h 〉 
H 

, (1) 

here 〈 h 〉 is the mean smoothing length around a cylindrical annulus
nd H is the disc scale height. This prescription means that αSS is a
NRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
unction of position since (Lodato & Pringle 2007 ) 

 = 

c s 

�
∝ R 

3 / 2 −q T (2) 

nd 

〈 h 〉 ∝ 

(
� 

H 

)−1 / 3 

∝ R 

( p−q T ) / 3 + 1 / 2 . (3) 

ur choice of p and q T implies that 〈 h 〉 / H ∝ R 

−1/2 , and hence αSS 

ncreases with decreasing radius. Our quoted values of αSS are an
verage, which is obtained by finding the binned average of 〈 h 〉 / H
s a function of R and averaging this over all bins. We use a value
f αSS = 5 × 10 −3 for all of our simulations except for the model
ontaining a circumbinary o v erdense lump (model OD, see Table 1 ),
here αSS = 1.5 × 10 −3 . 
As the discs evolve the surface density decreases with time.

o we ver, this does not result in a substantial change in αSS even
n our longest duration simulation, no o v erdensity (NOD), which
as evolved for 1100 orbits of the companion. Our αSS diverges
ost significantly from the initial value inside the cavity, where αSS 

an reach ∼0.1. Despite such a large viscosity, the radial velocity
nduced by accretion is still much smaller than the radial velocities
nduced by the binary companion. Hence the high viscosity does not
ave a significant effect on interpretation of the kinematics of our
ircumbinary discs. We discuss this further in Section 7.5 . 

Both simulations with co-planar companions on circular orbits
models o v erdensity, OD, and no o v erdensity, NOD) initially form an
 v erdense feature orbiting the cavity edge at the Keplerian frequency.
It was shown in Ragusa et al. ( 2020 ) that this o v erdensity is

enerated during a phase of rapid growth in disc eccentricity. This
ccentricity growth is thought to arise due to either the ( m , l ) = (1,
) outer circular Lindblad resonance or the ( m , l ) = (3, 2) eccentric
indblad resonance, which are located at 

 L = 

(
m ± 1 

l 

)2 / 3 

a bin ≈ 1 . 59 a bin , (4) 

here a bin is the binary orbital separation. Only the outer resonances
i.e. the m + 1) lead to growth in eccentricity, while the inner ones
 m − 1) damp it. Both simulations are initialized with R in close to
his location, and hence they both develop an overdensity. 

The feature in model NOD persists robustly for roughly 300 orbits
f the companion, while in model OD the feature is seen well beyond
00 orbits. The reason why this feature dissipates in one model much
arlier than the other is not fully understood (Ragusa et al. 2020 ),
ut is likely related to a combination of the SPH resolution at the
avity edge as well as the viscosity. Since model OD is initialized
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ith a disc extending to only 120 au (compared to 400 au in NOD),
 higher resolution (and hence lower viscosity) is maintained. We 
how model OD at an earlier time evolution than model NOD since
e are interested in how the o v erdense feature changes the kinematic
rofile of the disc. 
Of the three inclined models used in this study, two of them (mod-

ls light inclined companion, LIC, and heavy inclined companion, 
IC) are initialized with companions that are not in equilibrium with 

he disc. As such, the binary in these models strongly torques the
isc which results in alignment of the disc and the binary. Previous
iterature suggests that such misalignments can be maintained as 
he disc undergoes oscillations around a stable configuration and 
ay persist for thousands of binary orbits (Martin & Lubow 2017 ;
mall w ood et al. 2019 ; Rabago et al. 2023 ). Thus the inclusion of
isaligned, unstable binaries is justified, as such objects are expected 

o exist (Bate 2018 ; Wurster, Bate & Price 2019 ). 
Evolving these simulations for a similar duration as, for example, 
odels OD and NOD, would lead to the discs becoming significantly 
isaligned from their initial orbits. We only evolve these simulations 

or 20 binary orbits so that their discs remain close to their initial
nclination. This is long enough for a quasi-steady state to develop 
or the dynamic structure in and near the cavity, but not too long for
he disc inclination to change substantially. 

For all of our circumbinary disc models, the orbital elements of the
inary change less than 1 per cent compared with the initial values
isted in Table 1 . For the planet (P) simulation, the semimajor axis
educed to 79.2 au and had negligible change in eccentricity. For
he multiple planets simulation, the semimajor axes were reduced to 
74, 128] au and the eccentricity increased to [0.026, 0.094]. The 
ccentric planet (EP) simulation had an increase in semimajor axis 
o 82 au and a decrease in eccentricity to 0.33. 

.2 Radiati v e transfer modelling and synthetic obser v ations 

e generated synthetic observations of our SPH simulations using 
he Monte Carlo radiative transfer code MCFOST (Pinte et al. 2006 ,
009 ). Since our simulations did not include the evolution of dust
rains, the dust population was assumed to follow the gas in our
adiative transfer calculations. The grains were set to have a power- 
aw grain size distribution d n /d s ∝ s −3.5 for 0.03 μm ≤s ≤ 1mm
ith gas-to-dust ratio of 100. The gas mass from the simulations is

dopted. The grains are assumed to be spherical, homogeneous, and 
omposed of astronomical silicate (Weingartner & Draine 2001 ). 

We used 10 8 Monte Carlo photon packets to compute the tem- 
erature and specific intensities at each wavelength. Images were 
hen produced by ray-tracing the computed source function. We 
rbitrarily assume an inclination of i = 30 ◦, a position angle
A = 270 ◦, and a source distance of 100 pc. When generating
O isotopologue observations, we assumed that T gas = T dust and 
ll molecules are at local themodynamical equilibrium (LTE), along 
ith constant abundance ratios across the disc relative to the gas 
ass. The ratios adopted were 12 CO/H 2 = 1 × 10 −4 , 13 CO/H 2 =
 × 10 −6 , and C 

18 O/H 2 = 1 × 10 −7 . These abundances are altered
y photodissociation and CO freeze out ( T = 20 K) following
ppendix B of Pinte et al. ( 2018a ). We assume that the primary star
n every simulation has an ef fecti ve temperature of T eff = 8000 K
nd radius R = 1.8 R �, giving a blackbody luminosity of ∼12
 �, typical for Herbig Ae/Be stars. The stellar properties for each
ompanion are calculated from their final mass (almost identical to 
hose listed in Table 1 ) from the stellar tracks by Siess, Dufour &
orestini ( 2000 ) assuming an age of 3.5 Myr. For companions
ith planetary mass, their luminosity is adopted from Allard et al. 
 2001 ). The final images are produced with a pixel resolution of 0.03
rcsec. 

Individual channels for the CO isotopologues are created at a 
eparation of 50 ms −1 . We mimic the finite spectral resolution by
inearly interpolating o v er 5 channels to produce 101 images between
he first and last channel. These images were averaged after weighting 
y a Hann window function producing a width and separation of
50 ms −1 . The channels were then smoothed with a Gaussian beam
ssuming a beam size of 0.15 arcsec × 0.15 arcsec. 1 We choose this
eam size as it is the standard beam size obtained from the MAPS
urv e y ( ̈Oberg et al. 2021 ). 

When adding white noise to our simulated observations, we 
ssumed a specific noise levels of F noise = [1, 2.5, 5, 10] mJy.
hese noise levels correspond to an average peak signal-to-noise 

atio of approximately SNR = [170, 70, 35, 18] for the CO (3–2) line
mission in a single channel, across all of the models. The noise levels
e assume are readily achie v able with a few hours of integration on

ource, ho we ver, the signal-to-noise ratio of the lowest noise model
s quite optimistic given we assume bright and hot central stars that
roduce brighter CO emission than would be seen around fainter 
tars. The F noise = 2.5 mJy produces a channel signal-to-noise ratio
loser to what has been obtained with previous ALMA observations 
e.g. the MAPS sample, Öberg et al. 2021 ). 

We leave a more detailed study of the different noise levels and
o w they af fect our kinematic criteria deri ved in Section 6.1 in the
ppendix. The noise is generated using a random Gaussian with a
ean of zero which we then convolve with a Gaussian beam. The

onvolved noise is then rescaled such that it has a final full width at
alf-maximum of F noise . The noise is then added to the convolved
bservations to produce the final synthetic observations. 
We used the code BETTERMOMENTS (Teague & F oreman-Macke y 

018 ) to generate moment maps of our synthetic observations and
LMA CO observations. We apply noise cuts when generating our 
oment maps. For the F noise = 1 mJy noise level, we apply a 5 rms

oise cut, while for the other noise levels the cut is 7 rms. We used
he first moment to generate our velocity maps, but also discuss and
est other methods in the Appendix. 

The source distance assumed, along with the general size of our
iscs in Table 1 and the adopted beam size imply that our discs are
 ery well resolv ed. We assumed this to present a best case scenario
f what kinematic signatures are and will be possible to observe
ith current generation interferometers such as ALMA. We did not 

ake into account the image artefacts that can arise due to sparse uv -
o v erage. We test how changing the beam size and disc inclination
ffect our kinematic criteria in the Appendix. 

Some of the models listed in Table 1 contain binary configurations
hat lead to extremely depleted central cavities (e.g. models OD, 
OD, and EC). Since the resolution of an SPH simulation is related

o the mass of the gas at a specific location, some regions inside
f the cavity are less resolved than others. In Appendix D , we
how that decreasing the SPH particle number does not significantly 
hange our kinematic criteria. The main reason for this is that
he less resolved portions of the disc do not produce a significant
mount of CO flux compared with the higher density and better
esolved portions. Furthermore, since we include the effects of 
hotodissociation in our radiative transfer calculations, the ratio of 
O in the low density regions is much lower than the prescribed

atios listed abo v e, further reducing the observed CO flux. The
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
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Figure 1. The surface density ( left-hand panel ), radial velocity ( second from left ), deviation from Keplerian rotation ( second from right ), and vertical velocity 
( right-hand panel ) for a selection of our co-planar models listed in Table 1 . The white points in the left-hand panel show the position and accretion radius of 
the sink particles. Both model OD and NOD have highly eccentric discs, which is seen in the velocity maps. In particular, gas motion is super-Keplerian at 
the pericentre of the eccentric disc, and sub-Keplerian at the periastron. The presence of an o v erdense feature in model OD leads to the generation of spiral 
structure in the gas surface density and velocity perturbations, while only minor spiral structure is faintly seen outside of the cavity of model NOD. Thus we 
can distinguish between the spirals induced directly from the binary and spirals generated by the o v erdense feature. Model EC also displays prominent spiral 
structure around the cavity in both surface density and velocity. In all co-planar models, the velocity in the z-direction is negligible, and is dominated by noise 
(i.e. low particle resolution) in the very inner most regions of the cavity. 
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ddition of artificial noise to our simulated channel maps also ensures
hat no measurable level of flux is coming from the unresolved
ortions of the disc. This is evident in the velocity maps of Fig.
0 , where there is a lack of signal inside of the cavity of most 
imulations. 

 RESULTS  

.1 Hydrodynamical models 

ig. 1 shows the surface density and velocity components for models
D, NOD, and EC, while Fig. 2 shows the same for models P, MP,

nd EP, and models LIC, HIC, and PC are in Fig. 3 . The velocity
omponents are the velocity in the radial direction, v r , the deviation
rom Keplerian rotation assuming single point mass at the binary
entre of mass, � V K , and the velocity in the vertical direction, v z .
ll velocity components are measured from a thin slice about the
id-plane of the disc model. Keplerian velocity is computed using 

 K 

= 

(
G ( M P + M C ) 

r CM 

)1 / 2 

, (5) 

here r CM 

is the radial location of the gas parcel with respect to the
inary centre of mass. 
NRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
.1.1 Co-planar models 

tarting with the co-planar models in Fig. 1 , we observe the presence
f an o v erdense feature in model OD, while one is lacking in model
OD. Neglecting the presence of the o v erdense feature for a moment,

he morphology is similar between both models. Both discs are
ccentric at the cavity edge, a feature which is seen in other studies of
ow eccentricity, co-planar binaries (Papaloizou, Nelson & Masset
001 ; Ragusa et al. 2017 ; Hirsh et al. 2020 ; Ragusa et al. 2020 ).
odel EC (eccentric companion) contains a co-planar companion
ith a modest eccentricity ( e = 0.4) which is lower in mass than the
ther two models. 
Non-circular Keplerian motion of the gas is apparent in the radial

nd azimuthal velocity components. These velocity profiles are
onsistent with our expectations of gas particles on an eccentric
rbit; their azimuthal velocity component reaches a maximum at the
ericentre of the disc, while it is at a minimum at the apocentre.
he gas particles also have a large radial component to their velocity
long the cavity edge due to their eccentric orbit. 

The presence of the o v erdense feature changes both the density
nd velocity structure of the disc. Spiral arms emanating off the
 v erdense feature maintain a relatively high pitch angle as they
ropagate radially outwards. The o v erdense feature also increases
he accretion rate on to the sink particles in the cavity, as shown in
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for our planet models. Perturbations in the velocity field are substantially lower than in the co-planar stellar mass companion 
models of Fig. 1 for all models. The eccentric planet (EP) shows larger perturbations than the other planet models owing to the eccentricity of the companion 
which drives eccentric gas motion primarily inside of its orbit. 
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revious studies (Farris et al. 2014 ; Miranda, Mu ̃ noz & Lai 2017 ).
he spirals are clearly visible in the radial and azimuthal velocity 
omponents. The radial component arises owing to the outward radial 
ropagation of the spiral density waves (Rafikov 2002 ; Bollati et al.
021 ). 
To better explore these features, in Fig. 4 we show multiple time-

teps of model OD. Here, we can clearly see the outwards radial
ropagation of the spiral density waves. Another feature of interest 
s the radially increasing deviation in azimuthal velocity seen across 
he o v erdense feature. A change in v elocity of the order of 500 ms −1 

ccurs between the start and end of the o v erdense feature in the
adial direction. Although less obvious this is also evident in the 
ther time-steps. 
At first impression one might assume this radial change in v φ

cross the o v erdensity is due to the gas pressure support. The change
n velocity arising due to the gas pressure support can be derived
rom the Navier–Stokes equation assuming v r < <v φ and the gas is
n a circular orbit (e.g. Pringle 1981 ) 

 

2 
φ − v 2 K 

= 

c 2 s r 

ρ

∂ ρ

∂ r 
, (6) 

here c s is the sound speed. If we take a slice along x = 0 in the
eft-hand panel of Fig. 4 , the change in velocity owing to the gas
ressure support is not large enough to explain the observed change 
n v φ . Since the only other force present in our simulations is gravity,
he change in velocity gradient must be arising due to the o v erdense
eature interacting with the time-varying gravitational potential. 

The cavity in all three circumbinary models is depleted by 
 factor of at least 10 4 , barring the occasional accretion stream
ntering the cavity which feeds the primary and secondary sink 
articles. This drop in density is consistent with the drops found
n many transitional discs (van der Marel et al. 2015 ; Garg et al.
021 ). 
In comparison, the co-planar planet models shown in Fig. 2 mostly

how smaller velocity perturbations than the co-planar circumbinary 
odels (note the change in the scale of the colourbar). Gas depletion

o-located with the planets is much lower than in the circumbinary
odels. The eccentric planet (EP) model shows larger perturbations 

han the other two planet models due to the eccentricity of the
lanet, which causes eccentricity in the gas. Compared with the 
ircumbinary models, model EP has a much lower gas depletion rate
nside of the cavity. 

.1.2 Inclined models 

ig. 3 shows the surface density and velocity components for our
nclined models. Models LIC (light inclined companion) and HIC 

heavy inclined companion) display prominent spiral structure both 
nside and outside of the cavity. The spirals inside the cavity are
xcited by a combination of Lindblad resonances and accretion 
treams. These two models are similar to the model presented in
oblete et al. ( 2020 ) which reproduced the spiral arms inside AB
urigae (Tang et al. 2017 ). We leave the interested reader to refer

o sections 3.1 and 3.2 of Poblete et al. ( 2020 ) for a more complete
escription of the time evolution of the spirals. The spiral arms
utside of the cavity are caused by a low amplitude o v erdense
eature orbiting the cavity similar to model OD. The velocity in the
-direction is non-zero due to the binary torque on the disc creating
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 1 but for our inclined models. Models LIC and HIC display abundant spiral structure inside and outside of the cavity. The spirals inside 
the cavity, and close to the cavity edge, are arising due to binary. In both model, there is a non-ne gligible v elocity component in the z-direction due to a slight 
warp of the disc. Model PC also contains spiral structure, though not as striking as the non-polar cases. Gas flowing inside the cavity is dragged away from the 
disc mid-plane by the companion, resulting in a large v z . Substantial radial flows inside the cavity are also present in all models. 
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 warp. We do not present simulated observations of model LIC due
o the similarities with model HIC. 

Model PC (polar companion) contains a companion on a polar
rbit. This model has the lowest disc cavity radius of all the models
resented, which is inline with both theoretical and numerical studies
n eccentric and inclined binaries (Miranda & Lai 2015 ; Hirsh et al.
020 ). We can also see that this particular orbital configuration is not
s efficient at clearing gas inside the cavity, particularly compared
ith the co-planar models. 

 M O R P H O L O G I C A L  S I G NATU R E S  

ig. 5 shows our simulated CO emission for most of our circumbinary
isc models (excluding model LIC), while Fig. 6 shows CO emission
or our no companion and planet models. The columns, from left to
ight, show the integrated density from the simulation, and the CO
3–2), 13 CO (3–2), and C 

18 O (3–2) integrated emission. 

.1 The cavity 

he appearance of a cavity in CO isotopologues depends sensitively
n the gas mass of the disc, the CO isotopologue abundances, and
he temperature profile of the disc. It also depends on the nature of
he binary. Inspecting the simulated CO observations in Fig. 5 , CO
mission ranges from optically thin to optically thick. In general, the
odels with a co-planar companion are more efficient at clearing
aterial in the cavity, and hence have a more optically thin cavity.

nclined models tend to allow more material into the cavity which in
NRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
he case of model HIC leads to no cavity at all in 12 CO. In all models,
he cavity is far more prominent in less abundant CO isotopologues,
ith C 

18 O most faithfully tracing the gas surface density. We also
ote that the cavity size increases as the CO isotopologue abundance
ecreases. 
When the cavity is eccentric and the main source of illumination

s offset from the centre of the ellipse (as it is in a Keplerian
rbit), the cavity wall is not uniformly illuminated. The cavity edge
losest to the source of illumination is hotter than more distant
egions, producing a temperature difference which can manifest as
 brightness asymmetry. For example, in the overdensity model the
rightest region of the cavity edge is not the o v erdensity, but the
egion closer to the source of illumination. 

In comparison with the planet models in Fig. 5 , the CO emission in
he cavity is much lower in the circumbinary disc models. A cavity is
resent in the eccentric planet (EP) model, ho we ver significantly
ore gas is present inside the cavity than in the circumbinary

isc models causing only the less abundant C 

18 O emission to
isplay a cavity. With this comparison, we can confidently state
hat circumbinary discs will contain a cavity depleted in either CO
r 13 CO emission. 

.2 Spirals inside the cavity 

piral structure is observed across the isotopologues inside the
avity, and composed of spiral density wav es e xcited by Lindblad
esonances as well as accretion streams. The morphology of these
pirals sensitively depends on the binary orbital parameters relative to
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Figure 4. The time evolution of model OD with the eccentricity, e , of the gas particles included. The o v erdense feature orbits once roughly every 7 binary 
orbits ( T B ). As the o v erdense feature orbits, outer density spirals trail it and propagate radially. These spirals perturb the velocity profile of the disc, and the 
separation of successive spirals is roughly determined by the orbital frequency of the o v erdense feature. The azimuthal v elocity is strongly perturbed in the radial 
direction through the o v erdensity, where the v elocity becomes increasingly sub-Keplerian with increasing radius. This is apparent in every snapshot presented, 
but appears stronger at apastron. This change in azimuthal velocity is mostly created by the change in eccentricity of the gas particles across the overdensity. 
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he location of the disc. Highly inclined and/or eccentric companions 
end to result in two prominent inner spirals that appear as a m = 2
piral mode. Our polar companion (PC) model produces a single 
rominent spiral inside the cavity. Our planet models in Fig. 6 
roduce some faint spiral structure, ho we ver, their contrast ratio is
uch lower than in the circumbinary models. 

.3 Spirals outside the cavity 

pirals outside of the cavity, if present, tend to be tightly wound and
patially co-located with the edge of the cavity. They are more evident 
n the models containing inclined and/or eccentric companions (i.e. 
C, HIC, and PC) in surface density, but are not clearly visible

n 12 CO or 13 CO integrated emission. Scattered light observations 
ppear to be a better method of observing these spirals, which 
as been done in the circumbinary discs of GG Tau A (Keppler
t al. 2020 ) and HD 142 527 (Fukagawa et al. 2006 ; Avenhaus
t al. 2014 , 2017 ; Rodigas et al. 2014 ). These spirals arise due to
indblad resonances between the secondary companion and the disc 
nd dissipate as they propagate radially outward. The appearance 
f spirals in CO will be sensitive to the temperature profile of
he disc. Our hydrodynamical models are assumed to be locally 
sothermal, and temperature gradients due to shocks and stellar 
adiation on the disc surface are not taken into account. These
wo effect could enhance the scale height at the location of the
pirals, allowing them to intercept more stellar radiation than in our
adiative transfer models and enhance their visibility in integrated 
mission. 

Additional spiral structure outside of the cavity is seen in model
D that are a result of the orbiting o v erdense feature. Contrary to

pirals generated by the binary, these spiral structures are less tightly
ound and emanate a substantial distance from the cavity. They are

learly seen in 12 CO and 13 CO. Faint spiral-like structures can also
e seen in model HIC which contains a low amplitude o v erdense
eature orbiting the cavity. 

 K I N E M A  TIC  S I G NA  T U R E S  

he kinematic profile of the disc is a valuable resource for deter-
ining the dynamic processes occurring inside of a protoplanetary 

isc. In the case of a circumbinary disc, the kinematics of the gas
s heavily influenced by the interaction between the primary and 
ompanion. Therefore, searching for common kinematic signatures 
n numerical simulations of circumbinary discs can help shed light 
n the unknown dynamical processes occurring in protoplanetary 
iscs by observing the kinematic profiles. 
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
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Figure 5. The integrated CO emission for several of the circumbinary models in Table 1 for the F noise = 1 mJy noise level. The left-hand column shows the 
SPH integrated density, while the columns show deprojected 12 CO (3–2), 13 CO (3–2), and C 

18 O (3–2) integrated emission, in order. Due to the large depletion 
in gas in our circumbinary simulations, the cavity becomes progressively optically thin with less abundant isotopologues, but may remain optically thick in 
12 CO. The transition from an optically thick to optically thin cavity depends on the orbital parameters of the companion, our assumed initial gas mass, and the 
temperature profile of the disc. Spiral structure is observed both within and outside of the cavity. 
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.1 Channel maps 

n Fig. 7 , we show the channel maps for most models. Starting
ith model OD (third row of Fig. 7 ), the individual channels are

educed in radial extent compared with other models owing to
he smaller outer radius used in this model (see Table 1 ). The
hannels are significantly perturbed from the channels of a circular
eplerian disc. For example, the presence of wiggles or ‘velocity
inks’ (see Calcino et al. 2022 , for a definition) across the iso-
 elocity curv es are seen across all the channels shown. These kinks
NRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
re a result of the perturbations in the velocity profile of the disc
reated by the o v erdense feature, as shown in Figs 1 and 4 . We
how the robustness of the appearance of wiggles in the channel
aps in Fig. 8 , where we rotate each of the models in the azimuthal

irection for the v = 0.0 km s −1 channel. Any model that shows
iggles at a particular viewing angle tends to show wiggles across
ultiple viewing angles. Thus the appearance of wiggles is robust

o the viewing angle but depends on the orbital properties of the 
ompanion. 
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Figure 6. As in Fig. 5 but for the no companion and planet models. Aside from the eccentric planet model, no models show a cavity in any CO isotoplogue 
(the central small holes are artificial and created by the central sinks). 
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We now compare the channels of model OD with model NOD. 
e begin by noting that azimuth angles φ = 0 ◦ and φ = 180 ◦

re orientated in such a way that the eccentricity vector of the
isc is pointing towards and away from the observ er, respectiv ely.
t orientations φ = 90 ◦ and φ = 270 ◦, the eccentricity vector is
erpendicular to the line of sight. As the disc is rotated from φ = 0 ◦ to
= 90 ◦, the portion of the iso-velocity curve on the cavity edge stops

ointing towards the projected centre of the disc. We have annotated 
he perturbation in the iso-v elocity curv es for model OD in Fig. 8 .
iven our prescribed position angle when conducting the radiative 

ransfer calculations (see Section 2.2 ), the v = 0 km s −1 iso-velocity
urves for a Keplerian disc would point north to south. However, we
an see that in model OD that this is not true for some orientations.
his effect was described in Calcino et al. ( 2019 ) and attributed to the
ccentricity of the disc. We can better understand this phenomenon 
y comparing these channels to the velocity components in Fig. 1 .
hen φ = 0 ◦, the northern iso-velocity curve is tracing the CO along

he most distance surface of the disc to the observer, which in this
ase traces the x > 0 side of the models in Fig. 1 . The v r component
n this side of the disc is strongly ne gativ e and is moving towards
o the centre of mass, which is in the direction to the observer. Thus
he emission close to the edge of the cavity appears spatially located
here we would expect to see emission from blueshifted material 

nd not material with no motion with respect to the line of sight.
here is a strong gradient in v r close to the cavity which is seen in

he iso-velocity curves as the tilt shown in Fig. 8 . This is also seen at
= 270 ◦. 
Perturbations are also seen in models EC, HIC, and PC. Close to

he cavity, these perturbations are a result of a combination of spiral
rms and radial inflows into the cavity. The spiral arms outside of the
avity also appear in the channel maps, particularly in model HIC.
ith the exception of model OD, the spirals tend to be spatially

ocated close to the cavity. 
In Fig. 9 , we show the v los = 0.0 km s −1 channel for three models

MP, HIC, GI) and each CO isotopologue. Here, it is seen that
lthough all models contain kinks, the circumbinary model contains 
 large kink in proximity to the cavity. Although this could also be
bserved in a planet hosting model, it is not likely in a gravitationally
nstable disc since as the gas density is so high that the CO should
emain optically thick. 
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
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Figure 7. The iso-v elocity curv es for several of the models in Table 1 for the F noise = 1 mJy noise level. In almost every case kinks or wiggles are seen across 
all of the channels in the circumbinary models. This is in contrary to planet-hosting discs, where the iso-v elocity curv es are only strongly perturbed in the 
neighbourhood of the perturbing body (Pinte et al. 2018b , 2019 ). Model OD contains a much larger number of perturbations than model NOD (where very few 

are present), which are a direct result of the orbiting o v erdense feature. 
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Figure 8. The v los = 0.0 kms −1 channels for the circumbinary disc models at various viewing angles φ, using the F noise = 1 mJy noise level. The position 
angle of the disc is not changed between each column and is set such that for a Keplerian disc the iso-v elocity curv es should point straight north and south. The 
direction of the iso-velocity curves for our circumbinary discs is shifted compared to the expected orientation. This is particularly noticeable in the co-planar 
disc models where the disc eccentricity is high. We have annotated the perturbed iso-velocity curve for model OD with white dashed lines. For a Keplerian disc, 
these lines should point along the North/South direction given the position angle of the disc. Since model OD has an eccentric disc, the iso-velocity curves for 
the v los = 0.0 kms −1 point away from this expected direction, and the columns show this is robust to the viewing angle. They also show that the velocity kinks 
in the vicinity of the cavity are robustly seen in most models regardless of the viewing angle. 
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.2 Velocity maps 

e present our velocity maps of most models in Fig. 10 . In some
odels (e.g. model no o v erdensity) there is a lack of signal in CO

mission which results in the white regions inside the cavity. 
Comparing to model NC, significant deviations from Keplerian 

otation are see in all circumbinary models, particularly in the regions 
lose to and within the cavity (which has a projected radius of ∼1
rcsec). Inspecting Figs 1 and 3 (which have the models at the
ame azimuthal angle as the velocity maps), the majority of the 
eviation is likely due to the ∼±1 km s −1 radial velocities inside the
avity. Asymmetries in the maximum velocity on each wing of the 
elocity map are quite common. For a disc with Keplerian rotation, 
e expect v max ≈ −v min , ho we ver, in our circumbinary disc models
he difference between maximum and minimum velocity can be as 
reat as a factor of 2. In models OD and NOD, the differences are
ost noticeable. In both of these cases, the high velocity material

n the redshifted (right) wing of the velocity map corresponds with
he accretion streams being sent to the apastron of the cavity by the
inary in Fig. 1 . 
We test the robustness of these deviations to viewing angle in Fig.

1 . When azimuth angle φ = 90 ◦ and φ = 270 ◦, models OD, NOD,
C, and HIC are orientated such that the eccentricity vector of their
ircumbinary discs is orientated tangential to the observer-disc line 
f sight. In these orientations, the major deviations in the velocity
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
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Figure 9. The v los = 0.0 kms −1 channels for the multiple planets, heavy inclined companion, and gravitational instability models (columns) for each CO 

isotopologue (rows). Although all models show some degree of kinks, only the circumbinary model shows a kink in proximity of the cavity in CO, ho we ver, a 
depleted inner region does appear in the multiple planets. 

Figure 10. The Moment 1 velocity maps for all models (excluding LIC) using the channel maps presented in Fig. 7 and the no companion model. In some of 
our circumbinary disc models (e.g. No Over-density) there is missing CO emission inside the cavity due to the large depletion of gas. This is apparent in the 
velocity maps as a white region in the centre of the velocity map where the velocity values are undefined. We see that in all circumbinary disc models, there are 
substantial deviations away from Keplerian rotation (top left panel). 
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Figure 11. The moment 1 velocity maps for a selection of models across different orientations. In every circumbinary disc model, a significant deviation from 

Keplerian rotation is seen in the central regions of the disc compared to model NC in Fig. 10 . 
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Figure 12. A graphical representation of the quantities V ratio ( s ) (left-hand panel) and V Area (right-hand panel). 
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ap arise from the azimuthal velocity component of each disc, and is
argely the result of each disc either being modestly (OD and NOD)
r slightly (EC and HIC) eccentric. In orientations φ = 0 ◦ and φ =
80 ◦, most of the deviations are due to the radial velocity component.

 KINEMATIC  CRITERIA  

ur models suggest that it is common for the velocity maps of
ircumbinary discs to display large deviations away from Keplerian
otation. One way to study these deviations is to subtract a best-fitting
eplerian disc, warped disc, or flared disc model (e.g. Teague et al.
018 ; Casassus & P ́erez 2019 ; Teague, Bae & Bergin 2019 ; Hall et al.
020 ). Ho we ver, this then makes the deviations model dependent,
nd several artefacts can present themselves after model subtraction
Teague et al. 2018 ; Yen & Gu 2020 ). The deviations created by our
ircumbinary models tend to be so large that subtracting a rotation
odel is unnecessary to study them. We identify tw o w ays these

eviations are manifested in the velocity maps, defined as V ( x , y ):
ubstantial changes in velocity along the major axis of the disc (which
hould follow a roughly r −1/2 profile), and differences in the area
nclosed in the map by a specific velocity. These form the basis
f the two kinematic criteria we define below, and are displayed
raphically in Fig. 12 . 

.1 Formulation 

ur first criteria is used to quantify significant deviations from
xisymmetric, circular Keplerian rotation as a function of position
lose to the semimajor axis of the disc 

 Ratio ( s) = 

v max ( s + 

) − | v min ( s −) | 
v max ( s + 

) + | v min ( s −) | , (7) 

here v max ( s + 

) and v min ( s −) are the maximum and minimum veloci-
ies in V ( x , y ) after subtraction of the systemic velocity of the system,
nd s + 

and s − are paths along the line s in the positive and negative
ings of the velocity map, respectively. Note that v min is a ne gativ e
uantity so we take the absolute magnitude and by definition V Ratio ( s )
s nought for an unperturbed disc. 

The path s is defined as the radial positions close to the semimajor
xis where the absolute velocity is the highest (see Fig. 12 ). This
akes V ratio ( s ) more general than simply obtaining velocities along

he semimajor axis, since disc flaring and warps can shift the
NRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
aximum and minimum velocity a significant amount away from
he semimajor axis (e.g. as seen in HD 163296 Qi et al. 2015 ; Isella
t al. 2018 ). The path s is limited by 0 ≤ | s | ≤ min(max | s + 

| , max | s −| )
here s + 

and s − are the paths on the blueshifted and redshifted
ides of the v elocity map, respectiv ely, and the maximum of these
uantities is their greatest radial extent from their starting position
lose to the centre of V ( x , y ). We also remo v e an y points in s + 

and s −
hat are within one semimajor axis of the beam to reducing artificially
nflated values of V Ratio ( s ) due to beam smearing. Thus we compare
he velocity along the redshifted and blueshifted sides of the disc.
mall values of s correspond to regions close to the centre of the
elocity map, while large values correspond to the edge of the disc.
here is no assumption on the centre of the disc or the binary centre
f mass in the path s , ho we ver, a central point can be defined by
aking the point in the middle of the last points in s + 

and s −. We
escribe our procedure for obtaining the path s in Appendix A . We
erified that a more complicated technique of measuring the velocity
if ference of e v ery pix el on each side of the velocity wing does not
rovide a better metric than our method explained above. 
Our second criteria is related to the area of emission o v er a specific

elocity threshold. In some of our models, we find that although V Ratio 

ay be small, the area enclosed by a specific absolute velocity can
ary. To quantify this type of asymmetry, we define the ratio 

 Area ( v ) = 

n 

n + N beam 

∑ 

ij 
 ( V ( x i , y j ) , v) − ∑ 

ij 
( −V ( x i , y j ) , v) ∑ 

ij 
 ( V ( x i , y j ) , v) + 

∑ 

ij 
( −V ( x i , y j ) , v) 

(8) 

here n is the number of pixels satisfying | V ( x i , y i ) | ≥ v, N beam 

is the
umber of pixels in the beam, and 

( V ( x i , y j ) , v) = 

{
1 , if V ( x i , y j ) ≥ v 

0 , otherwise . 
(9) 

ote that the denominator of equation ( 8 ) is actually just n , so V Area ( v)
an be simplified as 

 Area ( v) = 

1 

n + N beam 

×
⎡ 

⎣ 

∑ 

ij 


( V ( x i , y j ) , v) −
∑ 

ij 


( −V ( x i , y j ) , v) 

⎤ 

⎦ . (10) 

he range of the velocity is limited to 0 ≤ v ≤ max( v max − �v , −v min 

 �v) and sample v in steps �v equal to the spectral resolution of
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Figure 13. The velocity ratio V Ratio plotted as a function of normalized 
position, s /max( s ), for all of our disc models with F noise = 2.5 mJy, using 
a single viewing angle. Our no companion, planet model, and multiple 
planet models are indicated by the black, pink, and purple lines, respectively. 
These three models show much lower values for V Ratio compared with the 
circumbinary models, particularly when we approach the cavity, which is 
located roughly at s /max( s ) ∼ 0.25. These trends are essentially identical for 
different angles. 
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he observation. The addition of �v in the reduction of the range of
 ensures we do not sample the spectrally unresolved portions of the
ery inner disc, which can cause spurious values of V Area . We weight
he area ratio by n /( n + N beam 

) so that unresolved portions of V ( x , y )
o not dominate the quantity. 
For a Keplerian disc V Area should be close to nought for any value

f v. This criteria also measures velocity asymmetries in the disc, 
o we ver, as opposed to V Ratio ( s ), it measures these asymmetries in
erms of their spatial distribution. 

.2 Weighting and variance 

rotoplanetary discs come in wide range of sizes, masses, and 
nvironmental conditions. For our criteria to be robust more against 
hese varying conditions, we weight our functions when computing 
he variance in them. As our results in Section 3.1 show, most
erturbations in the kinematics are spatially coincident with the 
avity. Hence when computing our criteria, we should downweight 
he regions of the disc we do not expect to contain perturbations that
rise due to the binary, and upweight those that do. By doing so, we
ownweight the regions over which the variance in outer edges of
he disc can be perturbed by outer companions, flybys, or infalling 

aterial. 
We find the weighted variance of the points in V Ratio by defining 

2 
Ratio = 

1 

N s 

∑ 

i 

w( s i ) V Ratio ( s i ) 
2 , (11) 

here N s is the number of points in s , and w( s i ) is a weighting
unction. For our purposes, we choose a cosine weighting function 
ith 

 B ( s i ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

1 , if s i ≤ 2 × r cavity 

cos 2 
(

π
2 

s i −2 r cavity 

3 r cavity 

)
if 2 × r cavity < s i ≤ 3 × r cavity 

0 , if s i > 3 × r cavity , 

(12) 

here r cavity is the radius of the cavity, which we choose as the peak
f the gas surface density. 2 A limit of 3 × r cavity is chosen based
n the results of Section 3.1 . If line emission is not detected up to
his radius, we truncate the weighting function by r eff , which is the
f fecti ve radius of the disc. We obtain r eff using f ν( r eff ) = xF ν , where
 = 0.9, f ν is the cumulative intensity profile, and F ν = f ν( ∞ ) (see
.g. Andrews et al. 2018a ; Long et al. 2019 ; Long et al. 2022 ). If the
isc does not contain a cavity, then the weighting function w B ( s ) =
, and thus the variance is also nought. This is desired since, as stated
n Section 4.1 , we expect all circumbinary discs to contain a cavity.
ater in this work we also use the flat weighting function 

 F ( s i ) = 

{
1 , if s i ≤ r eff , 

0 , otherwise , 
(13) 

or demonstrating the effect of the weighting function w B ( s i ). 
We find the weighted variance in V Area by defining 

2 
Area = 

1 

n v 

∑ 

i 

V Area ( v i ) 
2 (14) 

here n v is the number of sampled velocities. We slightly adjust 
he way V Area ( v i ) is computed to apply our weighting. We replace
 Often it is not possible to measure the peak of the gas surface density in 
bservations. In place of this, the peak of the continuum offers a suitable 
eplacement since dust grains concentrate at gas pressure maxima which 
oincides with the peak gas surface density (e.g. Sierra et al. 2019 ). 

i  

t  

n
 

w  

i  
ij 
(V( x i , y j ), v ) − ij 
 ( − V( x i , y j ), v) in equation ( 10 ) with
 

ij 
 w (V( x i , y j ), v ) −
∑ 

ij 
 w ( − V( x i , y j ), v ), where 
 w (V( x i , y j ), v) 

 w ( V ( x i , y j ) , v) = 

{
w( x i , y j ) , if V ( x i , y j ) ≥ v 

0 , otherwise . 
(15) 

here 

( x i , y i ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

1 , if r i ≤ 2 × r cavity 

cos 2 
(

π
2 

r i −2 r cavity 

3 r cavity 

)
if 2 × r cavity < r i ≤ 3 × r cavity 

0 , if r i > 3 × r cavity . 

(16) 

nd r i = 

√ 

x 2 i + y 2 i , where x i and y i are the deprojected disc
oordinates. In this way asymmetries inside and close to the cavity are
eighted more than asymmetries in the outer disc which do not arise
ue to the inner binary (see Section 7.4 ). Similar to our weighting
rocedure on σ 2 

Ratio , we also compute the variance measurement σ 2 
Area 

ith both our cosine weighting function and uniform weighting 
unction. To easily distinguish between which weighting function 
as been used, we write w B σ

2 
Ratio and w B σ

2 
Area when the binary

eighting function has been used, and simply σ 2 
Ratio and σ 2 

Area when 
 flat weighting function has been used. 

.3 Testing the kinematic criteria 

or this section, we show the results for the F noise = 2.5 mJy noise
evel since the resulting signal-to-noise level is readily achievable 
ith ALMA. We plot V Ratio ( s ) in Fig. 13 for our disc models, but only

nclude the azimuth angle φ = 0 ◦ to a v oid a cluttered appearance. We
ave normalized s on the x -axis of the Fig. 13. The position at nought
n the x -axis is close to the centre of the velocity map. Since signal
s lacking in this area for many of our models, the path s can end on
he cavity edge, most prominent in model NOD, where V Ratio ( s ) is
o longer defined inside of s � 0.1. 
In our circumbinary disc models the cavity radius is � 100 au,

hich is roughly one quarter of the total disc radii. In Fig. 13 , this
s where V Ratio starts to deviate substantially from nought. The main
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
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M

Figure 14. The parameter V Area plotted for each disc model with F noise = 2.5 
mJy, including the no companion and planet models. We can see that V Area 

is much lower o v er the majority of the disc compared with the circumbinary 
disc models. Note that small values in velocity correspond to large spatial 
scales. 
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xception is model OD (blue line), which has a smaller outer radii
ompared with the other models. 

In a planet-hosting discs, perturbations in the velocity field are
xpected to be mostly subsonic (see e.g. Bollati et al. 2021 ; Calcino
t al. 2022 ). Although planet masses approaching and exceeding the
hermal mass produce supersonic perturbations, it is reasonable to
xpect that these perturbations increase in amplitude with increasing
ompanion mass (see e.g. Dong et al. 2015 ). Thus we should
lso expect that V Ratio will increase with increasing companion
ass. Using subsonic perturbations as an assumption, the maximum
 ratio ( s ) at a particular value of s for a planet hosting disc should be 

 Ratio, plan ∼ ( v K 

+ c s ) − ( v K 

− c s ) 

( v K 

+ c s ) + ( v K 

− c s ) 
= 

c s 

v K 

= 

H 

r 
, (17) 

here c s is the sound speed and H is the scale height. For a typical
rotoplanetary disc H / r ∼ 0.1, ho we ver, in Fig. 13 we can see that all
f our circumbinary disc models show a V Ratio a factor of few higher
han this (shaded region) close to and within the cavity. 
NRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 

igure 15. The variance in V Ratio , σRatio , versus the variance in V Area , σArea (left-ha
ariance in V Area , w B σArea (right-hand panel), for all of our disc models and F noise 

ngles of our models tested. We see a correlation between the variance measureme
ith w B σ

2 
Ratio > 0 . 003 w B σ

2 
Area > 0 . 003. All our circumbinary models satisfy 

omp. and o v erdensity) mostly satisfy the criteria in w B σ
2 
Ratio . 
As expected, our no companion (NC), planet (P), and multiple
lanet (MP) models have a V Ratio much lower than the circumbinary
odels, and much lower than the theoretical maximum. Our eccentric

lanet (EP) model shows inflated values of V Ratio compared with the
ther planet models owing to the eccentric gas motion induced by
he planet, as discussed in Section 3.1.1 . 

In Fig. 14 , we display our quantity V Area for a single azimuthal
ngle of all the models in Table 1 . As expected, V Area stays close
o nought in models NC, P, and MP for all values of v, with slight
uctuations owing to the pixel resolution of the velocity map. For
ll of our circumbinary models presented V Area deviates substantially
rom zero. 

We plot the values of σ 2 
Ratio versus σ 2 

Area for each of our models in
he left-hand panel of Fig. 15 , along with their weighted counterparts
n the right-hand panel. Models NC, P, and MP all display low values
f the variance quantities σ 2 

Ratio and σ 2 
Area , while the other models

ho w an ele v ated v ariance in either one or both of these quantities.
his is expected since our analysis in Section 3.1 showed that these
odels display much larger perturbations in their velocity fields. 
The variance σ 2 

Area in particular appears a robust indicator of
erturbations as it is more than one order of magnitude larger for our
inary discs than the planet hosting and no companion disc models.
he exception to this is that our eccentric planet and gravitationally
nstable model produces a large value of σ 2 

Area compared with the
ther models. 
Between the flat weighting and binary weighting functions, there

ppears to not be much difference in the variance measurements. The
ravitationally unstable and the no companion models have weighted
ariances equal to zero since they do not contain cavities. Ho we ver,
e can learn two things by comparing the effect each weighting

unction has. First, since the planet hosting and no companion
odels have similar values for σ 2 

Ratio and σ 2 
Area , this indicates that

he planets do not have a significant affect on these quantities. Sec-
ndly, the weighted and unweighted variances are almost identical
or the circumbinary and eccentric planet models, signalling that
he perturbations causing the ele v ated v ariance measurements is
riginating from the cavity. This naturally raises the question for
hether the weighting functions are necessary at all, ho we ver, we

rgue they are since our simulations are quite idealistic. We assume
he discs are evolving in isolation and do not consider any disc
nd panel), and the weighted variance in V Ratio , w B σRatio , versus the weighted 
= 2.5 mJy. The four points for each model indicate each of the four viewing 
nts with both weighting methods. The shaded region is derived empirically 

the criteria in w B σ
2 
Area , while the models with substantial eccentricity (no 

est on 09 January 2024
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Table 2. A summary of which morphological and kinematic criteria are met in our models for the F noise = 2.5 mJy noise level. The four 
marks in each column are for each viewing angle in order from φ = 0 ◦ to φ = 270 ◦. Although spirals can be observed in planet hosting 
discs (see e.g. Mentiplay, Price & Pinte 2018 ), they are not clearly visible in our planet model. Note that our non-localized kink criteria 
specifically refers to the immediate area in proximity of the cavity. 

Name Cavity Non-localized kink CO spirals w B σ
2 
Ratio > 0 . 001 w B σ

2 
Area > 0 . 003 

No companion (NC) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 

Planet (P) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 

Multiple planets (MP) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 

Gravitationally unstable (GI) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 

Eccentric planet (EP) � � � � ���� � � � � � � � � � � � � 

No o v erdensity (NOD) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

Overdensity (OD) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

Eccentric companion (EC) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

Light inclined companion (LIC) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

Heavy inclined companion (HIC) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

Polar companion (PC) � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
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nstabilities which would cause fluctuations in the velocity field, 
oth of which will increase our variance measurements. Since a 
avity is a theoretically expected (Artymowicz & Lubow 1994 ) and 
bservationally supported (Casassus et al. 2013 ; Dutrey et al. 2014 )
utcome of binary–disc interactions, the inclusion of a weighting 
unction specifically targeting perturbations in and near the cavity is 
ustified. 

With this justification in mind, the shaded region in the right-hand 
anel of Fig. 15 encapsulates the area of the variance parameter space
here we are more likely to see binary systems. The area is derived

mpirically with w B σ
2 
Ratio > 0 . 003 and w B σ

2 
Area > 0 . 003. It is robust

o different noise levels, disc inclinations, and synthesized beam 

rovided the cavity region is resolved by ∼5 beams (Appendix C ).
inally, there is a positive correlation between the quantities σ 2 

Ratio and 
2 
Area which appears stronger with an increase in the disc inclination 
Appendix C ). 

 DISCUSSION  

he search for kinematic perturbations in protoplanetary discs is 
amping up significantly, with several recently accepted proposals 
nd one large program dedicated to this task. While there now exists
 theoretical framework for modelling planet induced kinks (Bollati 
t al. 2021 ; Calcino et al. 2022 ), and some work on the expected
ignatures of gravitationally unstable discs (Hall et al. 2020 ; Terry 
t al. 2022 ), few studies have explored kinematic perturbations in 
ircumbinary discs. 

.1 Kinematic and morphological criteria for circumbinary 
iscs 

e now describe the three morphological features which together 
rovide strong support for binarity. In Section 4 , we outlined 
everal morphological features seen in integrated CO isotopologue 
bservations. The presence of a cavity in 13 CO and C 

18 O integrated
mission is unanimous among our models, while a cavity may or
ay not be present in 12 CO depending on the disc and companion

roperties. Thus our first indicator of a circumbinary disc is the 
resence of a cavity in either 13 CO or C 

18 O integrated emission.
ince a cavity should be present in essentially all circumbinary discs,
ur other morphological and kinematic criteria are determined in the 
ontext of a cavity hosting disc. 

Our second indicator from integrated CO isotopologue observa- 
ions is the presence of spiral-like features in proximity to a cavity.
lthough not studied in this w ork, spiral-lik e features could also
e detected in scattered light observations, as they have been in
he known circumbinary(-triple) discs HD 142 527 and GG Tau A
Fukagawa et al. 2006 ; Casassus et al. 2012 ; Canovas et al. 2013 ;
venhaus et al. 2014 , 2017 ; Keppler et al. 2020 ). 
Our third indicator is non-localized velocity kinks in proximity of 

he cavity in the channel maps. We demonstrated in Section 5.1 that
inks are seen on the edge of the disc ca vity rob ustly in most models
nd viewing angles. We defined ‘in proximity to the cavity’ to mean
ithin r ≤ 1.5 × r cavity . 
Our two final criteria are obtained from velocity maps of the disc.

hese are the kinematic criteria w B σ
2 
Area and w B σ

2 
Ratio . We showed

n Section 5.2 that these criteria together, when abo v e certain values,
re indicators of binarity. Although more work should be done to
ifferentiate between models, our work allows us to summarize the 
ollowing criteria that indicate binarity: 

(i) Gas depleted central cavity 
(ii) Spiral arms in proximity to a cavity 
(iii) Non-localized wiggles in the channel maps in proximity to a 

avity 
(iv) w B σ

2 
Ratio > 0 . 001 

(v) w B σ
2 
Area > 0 . 003 

Table 2 summarizes which criteria are met in the models we have
ested. Our kinematic criteria essentially measure asymmetries in 
he velocity map. There are many ways that these asymmetries could
rise, as discussed in Section 7.4 . Thus on their own, these criteria do
ot indicate binarity. Ho we ver, in conjunction with the morphological 
riteria, our work indicates that a strong case for binarity can be made.

From our short analysis in Appendix C , either 12 CO or 13 CO
mission can be used to measure the kinematic criteria provided that
he peak SNR in an individual channel is greater than 50. The cavity
egion should be resolved with at least 5 beams in order to properly
ttain the kinematic criteria, ho we ver, the kinematic criteria can still
e met with lower resolution than this. The inclination of the disc
s also important to consider, with very high and low inclinations
resenting challenges. Low inclinations of i � 5 ◦ mean the projected
zimuthal and radial perturbations are small, and hence w B σ

2 
Area and 

 B σ
2 
Ratio may not signify a binary even when one is present. For the

igher inclinations, the main issue is that the outer disc surface can
tart to obscure the cavity region where most of the perturbations
re expected. The CO emitting layer of the discs in this paper is
ome what lo wer than what is typically observed, so our criteria seem
obust on our models with i � 85 ◦. Ho we ver in observations this
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
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hreshold might be some what lo wer, and whether the disc surface
bscures the inner disc should be determined from integrated and
eak intensity maps. 

.2 Planet signatures versus circumbinary signatures 

everal of our criteria that can be met in planet hosting discs. The
ppearance of gas and dust depleted cavities is both theoretically
nd observationally supported in planet hosting discs (Zhu et al.
011 ; Pinilla, Benisty & Birnstiel 2012 ; Keppler et al. 2018 ; Long
t al. 2018a ). As dust grains collect into a ring inside a gas pressure
aximum, their morphology can look indistinguishable from the dust

ing around a circumbinary disc (e.g. the case of GG Tau A, Dutrey
t al. 2014 ). Thus dust cavities are not e xclusiv e to circumbinary
iscs. Ho we ver, such a feature is not present in all planet hosting
iscs (e.g. HD 163296 Qi et al. 2015 ; Isella et al. 2018 ). Gas cavities,
n the other hand, may be a more reliable indicator of a stellar
ompanion inside of a cavity since a more massive companion can
ore efficiently clear material. Although this morphology can be

bserved in planet hosting discs, we can reasonably expect that a dust
nd at least a partially gas depleted cavity should exist in essentially
ll circumbinary discs. 
Our second criteria is subject to some interpretation and it is

ossible that planet-hosting discs show non-localized kinks. For
xample, the spiral w ak e from an embedded planet in the disc
round HD 163 296 was reported by Calcino et al. ( 2022 ). These
erturbations are small compared with those seen in circumbinary
iscs (Bollati et al. 2021 ). This is the reason we specify non-localized
inks in proximity to the cavity. Although a massive planet inside
 cavity could produce non-localized kinks in proximity with the
avity, the large difference in mass between a planet and stellar
ompanion will result in differences in the velocity kinks produced.
 method used to derive the kink amplitude in circumbinary discs
ould be useful to compare with the kink amplitude generated by
lanets. 
Spiral arms are also another feature which are expected to be seen

n planet-hosting discs (Goldreich & Tremaine 1979 , 1980 ; Ogilvie &
ubow 2002 ; Rafikov 2002 ). The brightness of planet-induced spiral
rms in scattered light has been well studied using hydrodynamical
imulations and radiative transfer (Dong et al. 2015 ; Fung & Dong
015 ; Zhu et al. 2015 ; Dong & Dawson 2016 ). Planetary masses
rom as low as ∼ 0.5 M J could be enough to induce spiral arms that
re observable in scattered light by current generation telescopes
Fung & Dong 2015 ). Thus, spiral arms, at least in scattered light,
re also not a robust indicator of a circumbinary disc. Ho we ver,
his may not be true in CO integrated emission and peak intensity.
e veral observ ational papers have found spirals in CO emission/peak

ntensity and have attributed them to planets (Tang et al. 2017 ;
oehler et al. 2018 ; Phuong et al. 2020 ). To our knowledge there are
o works in the literature exploring the appearance of planet-induced
pirals in CO isotopologues. Since the amplitude of companion-
nduced spirals correlates with the companion mass (Fung & Dong
015 ), the appearance of planetary-induced versus binary induced
pirals should differ, with the latter being more visible in CO
sotopologue observations than the former (see e.g. Mentiplay et al.
018 ; Poblete et al. 2020 ). The only observational confirmation of
his are the tentative and faint spirals in HD 163 296 noted in the
hannels by Calcino et al. ( 2022 ), but not clearly seen in a model
ubtract peak intensity map (Teague et al. 2021 ). Further investigation
s needed to test this hypothesis. 

Our kinematic criteria are more robust to false positi ves, ho we ver,
here are scenarios where we could see large values of w B σ 2 

Area 
NRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
nd w B σ
2 
Ratio . We have tested two such scenario in this work in our

ccentric planet and gravitionally unstable simulations. We found
hat the asymmetric flows introduced by the eccentric planet increase

2 
Area and σ 2 

Ratio . Although eccentric planets have been proposed to
xplain the observed morphology of several discs in the literature
e.g. Muley, Fung & van der Marel 2019 ; Calcino et al. 2020 ),
hey likely do not make up a significant portion of the massive
lanet population in protoplanetary discs, whereas binary stars are
ommon in the Universe. Additional simulations co v ering mass and
rbital eccentricity are required to further explore their effects on our
inematic criteria. 

.3 GI wiggles versus circumbinary wiggles 

all et al. ( 2020 ) showed that gravitationally unstable discs can
roduce significant deviations from Keplerian velocity. These per-
urbations can be detected in the iso-velocity curves (GI wiggles),
r by subtracting the Keplerian rotation field from the velocity
ap of the disc. Further exploration of numerical simulations of

ravitationally unstable discs by Terry et al. ( 2022 ) found that the
isc mass correlates with the wiggle amplitude in the channel maps.
e found in the left-hand panel of Fig. 15 that our gravitationally

nstable model produced relatively large values of σ 2 
Ratio and σ 2 

Area 
ompared with the low perturbation models (i.e. NC, P, and MP).
lthough both gravitationally unstable discs and circumbinary discs
isplay kinematic perturbations, there is a clear morphological
ifference between these discs in both the gas and dust distribution.
ravitationally unstable discs produce spiral arms that orbit at the
eplerian frequency and hence efficiently trap ∼mm sized dust
rains (Rice et al. 2004 ; Hall et al. 2020 ) which is observable with
LMA (Dipierro et al. 2014 ). Thus GI discs should sho w e vidence of
ust trapping in spiral arms at mm wavelengths, while circumbinary
iscs are typically characterized by a cavity at mm wavelengths.
ince binary induced spirals are not orbiting at the local Keplerian
requency outside the cavity, they should not trap dust. This allows
or our kinematic criteria w B σ

2 
Ratio and w B σ

2 
Ratio to differentiate from

hese two classes, as seen in the right-hand panel of Fig. 15 . 
It is plausible that very young systems can be both gravitationally

nstable and contain a binary. One particular system where this might
e the case is [BHB2007] 11, where ∼mm dust grains trace spiral
rms and accretions streams around two young stars (Alves et al.
019 ). Ho we ver, for the more evolved Class II discs that display
 central cavity, very fe w sho w dust associated with spiral arms
van der Marel et al. 2021 ), and hence GI is likely not significantly
ffecting these discs. 

.4 Outside perturbations and other applications 

erturbations arising due to phenomenon not originating from the
ost disc can occur, and may be responsible for some of the
orphological features we have discussed. For example, the outer

isc can be strongly perturbed by stellar flybys (Cuello et al. 2019 ,
020 ; Small w ood et al. 2023 ), external companions (e.g. as in HD
00 453 and GG Tau A, White et al. 1999 ; Benisty et al. 2017 ;
onzalez et al. 2020 ), and post-formation inflows/cloudlet capture

Dullemond et al. 2019 ; Huang et al. 2020 ; K uffmeier, Goico vic &
ullemond 2020 ). 
These outside influences will contribute to the kinematic and
orphological criteria we derived in predictable ways that are

istinguishable from a circumbinary disc. For example, an inflow
r stellar flyby will affect V Ratio ( s ) and V Area ( v) on the large spatial
nd low velocity scales. Hence in Fig. 13 , we expect to see an
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ncrease in V Ratio ( s ) for large s , while in Fig. 14 we expect to
ee an increase in V Area ( v) for small v. The same effect is also
xpected for bound gravitational bodies such as stellar and planetary 
ompanions. Our kinematic criteria could also pro v e useful in 
iagnosing protoplanetary discs influenced by these effects. 
Since our kinematic criteria are sensitive to any perturbations, care 
ust be taken when interpreting their values in discs where there are

lear and obvious outside perturbations that could also be spatially 
o-located with influences from an inner binary. Two examples of 
his are AB Aurigae and HD 100546, which were both proposed 
o be binary systems by Poblete et al. ( 2020 ) and Norfolk et al.
 2021 ), respectively. There is clear evidence of infalling material 
nteracting with the disc around both systems (Dullemond et al. 2019 ;
uffmeier et al. 2020 ). Although this complicates the application of
ur kinematic criteria, their magnitude should correlate with the 
trength of any induced perturbation in the disc. F or e xample, the
egree to which infalling material is perturbing a disc. More massive 
nd faster falling material will induce stronger perturbations in the 
uter disc which will correlate with σ 2 

Ratio and σ 2 
Area . The same may 

lso be true of gravitationally unstable discs, where more unstable 
iscs display larger perturbations (Terry et al. 2022 ) and hence larger
alues of our kinematic criteria. This is also another justification for
ncluding a weighting function focused on the perturbations in and 
round a central cavity. 

.5 Model caveats 

lthough not a topic of this work, changes in the disc parameters
uch as scale height and viscosity could have some implications for
he conclusions we dra w. F or e xample, changes in the disc viscosity
an result in large changes in the circumbinary disc morphology 
Rabago et al. 2023 ). Substantial changes in the disc morphology 
re also seen in planet-hosting disc simulations (e.g. Ataiee et al. 
013 ; Zhang et al. 2018 ) where a lowering of disc aspect ratio and
isc viscosity can result in an eccentric disc around Jupiter mass
lanets. Zhang et al. ( 2018 ) produce a suite of simulations co v ering
if fering v alues of planet mass, disc scale height, and viscosity. They
ound that the velocity perturbations around the gap carved by the 
lanet do depend on viscosity, with a lower viscosity producing 
arger amplitude perturbations that do not damp as quickly as in the
igher viscosity simulations. Ho we ver, it has been shown that the
mplitude of the velocity kink induced by planetary mass objects 
s not sensitive to the disc viscosity (Rabago & Zhu 2021 ), rather
he kink amplitude is dependent on the planet thermal mass which 
epends on the disc scale height (Bollati et al. 2021 ). Since the gap
tructure and resulting velocity field depends on the planet mass, disc 
iscosity, and scale height (Fung, Shi & Chiang 2014 ), there could
e a de generac y in our kinematic criteria between the companion
ass and the disc properties. The uncertainty in the disc properties 

ould blur the boundary between the planet-hosting and circumbinary 
iscs. 
Ho we v er, we hav e reason to believ e that ev en with introduced

ncertainty in the disc properties, the correlation between companion 
ass and ele v ated v alues in our kinematic criteria will still hold. The

eason is simply that larger mass bodies will produce larger pertur-
ations in the disc, regardless of what disc profile is chosen. More
assive companions lead to more shocking in the disc, more depleted 

avities, and more perturbations in the disc o v erall. In Zhang et al.
 2018 ), the velocity perturbations around the planet induced gap only
hange by a factor of a few (provided the eccentricity in the disc is
ot excited) across a factor of two change in disc scale height and two
rders of magnitude change in viscosity. This is in contrast with the
oughly order of magnitude or more change in velocity perturbations 
een between the planet-hosting and circumbinary disc models of 
igs 1 , 2 , and 3 . Therefore, even substantial changes in disc properties
till does not produce larger perturbations than transitioning from 

lanetary to stellar companions. Since our kinematic criteria are 
ased on quantifying these perturbations, and more massive bodies 
ead to larger perturbations, they should produce a stronger signal in
ur criteria than less massive bodies. 

 SUMMARY  

n this paper, we have showcased some of the morphological features
ssociated with circumbinary discs. We found that the presence of: 

(i) a gas depleted cavity, 
(ii) spiral arms inside or outside of this cavity, 
(iii) and non-localized kinks in the channel maps, 

are robust indicators of binarity. We also found that the kinematics
f circumbinary discs contain peculiar features and defined metrics 
o quantify these features in Section 5.2 . These metrics quantify 

(i) the ratio of maximum absolute velocity along a path close to
he semimajor axis in each wing, 

(ii) and the ratio of the area of the disc enclosed by a specific
bsolute velocity in each wing. 

These kinematic and morphological metrics together provide 
obust indicators of binarity and can be used to infer the existence of
 binary in cases where direct imaging remains challenging. 
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PPENDIX  A :  O B TA I N I N G  T H E  PATH  s F O R  

 R AT I O 

(  s )  

o first obtain the path s we rotate the velocity map V ( x , y ) so that
he semiminor axis is parallel to the new y -axis, y ′ . For the column of
elocity along a particular fixed value of x ′ i , we select the maximum
nd minimum velocity along the slice y ′ . This is repeated for each
 

′ coordinate along the velocity map and results in two paths s − and
 + 

which represent the minimum and maximum velocities in the 
elocity map. The paths are restricted by requiring that sudden drops
n velocity close to the centre of V ( x ′ , y ′ ) are cut when they drop
elow one-third of the absolute maximum velocity of each wing. 
ig. A1 shows how our method reco v ers the paths s + 

and s − in three
f our velocity maps. 
Figure A1. Examples of the paths s + (dashed line) an
PPENDI X  B:  RO BU STNESS  O F  KI NEMATIC  

RI TERI A  TO  VELOCI TY  MAPS  

here are several methods commonly used when developing velocity 
aps. The most commonly used are the moment 1, peak velocity,

nd the quadratic method from Teague & F oreman-Macke y ( 2018 ).
long with these different methods, noise cuts and Keplerian masks 

re often applied to the data prior to generating the velocity maps.
ere, we test how robust our criteria are to noise level cuts using the
oment 1 method, and using the quadratic method. The peak velocity 
ethod obtains the velocity field by finding the peak velocity of each

ixel in the map. This produces velocity maps where the velocity is
ampled at the channel width, which leads to ele v ated v alues of σ Ratio 

nd σ Area . This is also somewhat present in velocity maps generated
y the quadratic method, where σ Area is more affected than σ Ratio , 
s seen in Fig. B1 . Although the values are elevated, they are still
ithin our threshold for binarity. Thus using the quadratic method 

s suitable for creating the velocity maps that can be used with our
inematic criteria. 
We test the moment 1 generated with cuts of 3 and 7 times the rms

oise level. The results presented in Fig. B2 show that the kinematic
riteria can show elevated values when the rms noise cut is too low.
his basically results from spurious velocity values in some pixels 
f the velocity map. A higher rms noise cut corrects this. When
pplying the kinematic criteria on real observations care must be 
aken to ensure that there are no spurious pixels in the velocity map.
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 

d s − (dot–dashed line) obtained by our method. 
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Figure B1. Same as Fig. 15 but with the velocity map made using the 
quadratic method from Teague & F oreman-Macke y ( 2018 ), along with a 5 σ
cut made to the data. 
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igure B2. Same as Fig. 15 but with a 3 σ cut (left-hand panel) and 5 σ cut (right-
ap. 
PPENDI X  C :  RO BU STNESS  O F  KI NEMAT IC  

RI TERI A  TO  OBSERV I NG  PA R A M E T E R S  

e test the robustness of our kinematic criteria in four ways:
ncreasing the noise level of the observations (Fig. C1 ), changing
he inclination of the observations (Fig. C2 ), increasing the beam
ize of the observations (Fig. C3 ), and changing the isotopologue
sed (Fig. C4 ). 
First, increasing the noise levels tends to remove the clear

ichotomy with the circumbinary disc models and low-mass com-
anion or no companion models. Fig. C1 shows the binary weighted
ariance of V Ratio against the variance of V Area for an RMS noise level
f 1 mJy/beam (top left), 2.5 mJy/beam (top right), 5 mJy/beam
bottom left), and 10 mJy/beam (bottom right). The noise levels
orrespond to an average peak signal-to-noise ratio of SNR = [170,
0, 35, 18], respectively. The highest noise level results in ele v ated
f our criteria and leads to false positives. It also leads to a reduction
n the kinematic criteria of some circumbinary disc models. To be
onserv ati ve, a peak SNR of at least 50 should be achieved in the
bservations for our criteria to be reliable. 
hand panel) applied to the simulated observations when making the velocity 
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Figure C1. The variance w B σ
2 
Ratio versus w B σ

2 
Area for an rms noise level of 1 mJy/beam (top left), 2.5 mJy/beam (top right), 5 mJy/beam (bottom left), and 

10 mJy/beam (bottom right). 
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Next we test the robustness of our kinematic criteria to changes 
n disc inclination by performing our analysis assuming inclinations 
f i = 5 ◦, i = 15 ◦, i = 60 ◦, and i = 85 ◦ in Fig. C2 . We see that our
inematic criteria are mostly robust to the disc inclination, and that 
he correlation between σ 2 

Ratio and σ 2 
Area becomes tighter for discs seen 

t a higher inclination. Since both radial and azimuthal perturbations 
ave a lower line-of-sight velocity at lower inclinations than higher 
nes, this trend is expected. Very low inclinations can start to reduce
he projected line-of-sight velocity perturbations of the binary, and 
ay result in false ne gativ es. Very high inclinations also present

hallenges, as the inner disc region can be obstructed by the ele v ated
O emission from the outer disc. The planet models also start to

ho w ele v ated v alues of w B σ Ratio and w B σ Area . 
We performed our analysis using larger synthetic beam sizes of 0.3 

nd 0.6 arcsec, shown in the left-hand and right-hand panels of Fig.
3 , respectively. With a beam size of 0.3 arcsec the cavity region is

esolved with 3-8 beams depending on the model. At this resolution 
he kinematic criteria are still robust and mostly differentiate the 
ircumbinary discs from the rest of the sample. Ho we ver when the
eam is increased to 0.6 arcsec, and the cavity is only resolved with 2–
 beam sizes, many of the circumbinary disc models start to become
ess distinguishable from the no and low companion mass models. 
hese results demonstrate that in order to obtain a robust estimate 
n our kinematic criteria, the observations should resolve the cavity 
ith at least ∼5 beams. If the kinematic criteria are already met with

ower resolution than this, our tests show that the criteria will still be
et with higher resolution. Therefore, the resolution requirement is 

nly needed if the kinematic criteria are not met in lower resolution
ata. 
Finally we test our kinematic criteria with each CO isotopologue. 

lthough the correlation between σ Ratio and σ Area still exists, none of 
he noise levels studied allow C 

18 O emission to reliably conform to
ur kinematic criteria, and we do not present their results here. C 

18 O
ine emission cannot be used to infer binarity from our kinematic
riteria. 13 CO line emission, on the other hand, can be used. Ho we ver
he risk of false positives is greater than for the 12 CO (3–2) line. The
eak signal-to-noise ratio of the 13 CO (3-2) line in a single channel
s SNR = [122, 50, 26, 14] for the noise levels F noise = [1, 2.5, 5,
0] mJy. Fig. C4 shows the kinematic criteria for the noise levels
 noise = 2.5 mJy and F noise = 5.0 mJy in the left-hand and right-hand
anels, respectively. When the noise level is F noise = 1.0 mJy (not
hown in the Figure), neither of the planet models sho w ele v ated
alues of w B σ Ratio and w B σ Area . Ho we ver, there are false positives
or the higher noise levels we test. Therefore, we require that if 13 CO
mission is used to measure the kinematic criteria, an SNR greater
han 50 is required. 
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 
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Figure C2. Same as Fig. 15 but with inclinations of i = 5 ◦ (top left), i = 15 ◦ (top right), i = 60 ◦ (bottom left), and i = 85 ◦ (bottom right). 

Figure C3. Same as Fig. 15 but with a circular Gaussian beam of 0.3 arcsec (left-hand panel) and 0.6 arcsec (right-hand panel) applied to the simulated 
observations. Note that the axes limits have changed in these plots. 
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Figure C4. Same as Fig. 15 but for the 13 CO (3–2) line emission with noise levels F noise = 2.5 mJy and F noise = 5.0 mJy in the left-hand and right-hand panels, 
respectively. 
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PPENDIX  D :  RO BU STNESS  O F  KINEMATI C  

RITERIA  TO  N U M E R I C A L  RESOLUTION  

e explore how our results depend on the resolution of our SPH
imulations by changing the SPH resolution in our no o v erdensity
odel. We chose this simulation to conduct our resolution test since 

t has the lower density inside of the cavity. We reduced the number
f SPH particles by a factor of 8 (which corresponds with a reduction
n resolution by a factor of 2), and increase the particle number by
 factor of 8. We then ran these adjusted resolution simulations for
0 orbits of the binary. We also run our original no o v erdensity
igure D1. The surface density (first column), radial velocity (second column), an
ur no o v erdensity model. 
odel for comparison. Fig. D1 shows the disc surface density along
ith the radial and azimuthal deviations from Keplerian rotation. 
lthough there is some difference in the velocity deviations inside 

he cavity, this low-density region does not contribute any significant 
mount to the CO flux and hence is not observed in our synthetic
bservations. We demonstrate this by plotting the velocity map of 
ach model (top row) and the difference between the low resolution
nd default resolution from the high resolution (bottom row) in Fig.
2 , for a fixed viewing angle. We ensured that the noise is the

ame in each model by fixing the random number generator seed.
e see that there are difference greater than ∼100 m s −1 close to
MNRAS 523, 5763–5788 (2023) 

d difference from Keplerian velocity (third column) for three resolutions of 
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Figure D2. The moment 1 maps for the three resolution of our no o v erdensity model shown in Fig. D1 (top row). We subtract the high resolution model moment 
1 map (top row, right panel) from the other two models to produce the velocity residuals in the bottom panel. The differences in velocity between the models 
are not drastic enough to affect the conclusions of our paper. 

Figure D3. Our no o v erdensity model (NOD) for three different resolutions 
(indicated by different colours) and four different viewing angles (indicated 
by the rotated triangles). Although the resolution can affect the measured 
variances, they still remain well above our threshold for binarity. 

the cavity edge in our default simulation compared with the higher 
resolution run. Ho we v er, we do not e xpect perfect conv ergence since 
the binary in our model is not fixed, and how the gas torques 
the binary is sensitive to both the circumbinary and circumsingle 
discs around each component of the binary (Mu ̃ noz, Miranda & 

Lai 2019 ), which are not modelled in our simulations due to our sink 
properties. The default resolution used in our simulations is sufficient 
to obtain convergence on the properties of the cavity (Hirsh et al. 
2020 ). 

We also measure our kinematic criteria on these simulations for the 
four different angles and the results are shown in Fig. D3 . Although 
there is a difference between each resolution, the viewing angle 
p  

s
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roduces a much larger change in the criteria. The resolution of the
imulation does not affect the conclusions we draw in this work. 
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